NOTIFICATION
(For the students scored F & AB grade)

It is hereby informed that the students scored “F” & “AB” grade and failed due to not meeting the passing criteria of minimum 40% marks composite score (Internal +External) in theory course and 50% in Practical Course (Internal External).

All such students are required to register in the courses through l cloud from 22.06.2024 to 26.06.2024. The fee for the course is Rs. 2300/subject (1800 classes fee + 500 exam fee).

The classes shall be conducted along with summer classes and students have to appear in all examinations (IA+MTE+ETE).

The attendance criteria shall be minimum 75%.

Examples for cases for Passing criteria:
X- Internal Marks
Y-(ETE) External Marks (minimum 25 marks out of 100 marks)
Z=X+Y
X+Y = 40% of Z

Note:
- There is no minimum passing criteria in Internal Marks
- The minimum passing criteria 12.5 marks out of 50 required in External
- Composite (ETE+Internal) shall be minimum 40% in theory to pass the course
- Composite (ETE+Internal) shall be minimum 50% in practical to pass the course